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Abel James, the ABC star and creator of the #1 Fat-Burning Man Show, shares
his revolutionary weight-loss program in The Wild Diet - now a New York Times
Bestseller! Can you really lose 20 pounds in 40 days while enjoying real butter,
juicy burgers, chicken parmesan, chocolate, and even cheesecake? The answer
might surprise you. By focusing on simple, fresh ingredients and nutrient-dense
meals, The Wild Diet programs your body to burn fat as its main fuel source.
Eating Wild, thousands of people across the world have dropped 20, 60, or even
more than 100+ pounds without hunger... and often with minimal exercise. In The
Wild Diet, you’ll find that we are not meant to starve ourselves, count calories, or
avoid delicious food. We’re wired to eat luxuriously and live well without getting
fat. If you think that you’re stuck with the genes you inherited and there’s
nothing you can do about it, read closely. The Wild Diet paints a different picture,
one in which we have the power to influence our genetic expression by taking
control of the quality of food we eat, the way we move, and the environment
around us. We once had access to an immense variety of fresh seasonal foods
from small, local sources. Now we have access to few varieties of processed
foods from a massive industrial system often thousands of miles from where we
live. The secret to great health simply getting back to our wild roots and enjoying
real, Wild foods grown on a farm and not in a factory. By prioritizing foods found
in the natural world, rich in fiber and nutrients, your body will burn fat instead of
sugar for energy. When you reduce your consumption of processed grains,
sugars and other simple carbohydrates in favor of healthy plants and animals,
you will be shocked by how quickly you can reverse the damage of decades of
poor eating. The Wild Diet proves that it’s possible to get in best shape of your
life while eating delicious foods like chicken parmesan, bacon cheeseburgers,
and even chocolate pudding. If you want to know how to burn more fat by
indulging in incredible meals and exercising less, it’s time to treat yourself to The
Wild Diet.
Los Angeles: A patchwork megalopolis defined by its unlikely cultural collisions;
the city that raised and shaped Roy Choi, the boundary-breaking chef who
decided to leave behind fine dining to feed the city he loved—and, with the
creation of the Korean taco, reinvented street food along the way. Abounding
with both the food and the stories that gave rise to Choi's inspired cooking, L.A.
Son takes us through the neighborhoods and streets most tourists never see,
from the hidden casinos where gamblers slurp fragrant bowls of pho to
Downtown's Jewelry District, where a ten-year-old Choi wolfed down Jewish deli
classics between diamond deliveries; from the kitchen of his parents' Korean
restaurant and his mother's pungent kimchi to the boulevards of East L.A. and
the best taquerias in the country, to, at last, the curbside view from one of his
emblematic Kogi taco trucks, where people from all walks of life line up for a
revolutionary meal. Filled with over 85 inspired recipes that meld the overlapping
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traditions and flavors of L.A.—including Korean fried chicken, tempura potato
pancakes, homemade chorizo, and Kimchi and Pork Belly Stuffed Pupusas—L.A.
Son embodies the sense of invention, resourcefulness, and hybrid attitude of the
city from which it takes its name, as it tells the transporting, unlikely story of how
a Korean American kid went from lowriding in the streets of L.A. to becoming an
acclaimed chef.
“The ultimate truffle true crime tale”*: A thrilling journey through the hidden
underworld of the world's most prized luxury ingredient. *Bianca Bosker, New
York Times bestselling author of Cork Dork Beneath the gloss of star chefs and
crystal-laden tables, the truffle supply chain is touched by theft, secrecy,
sabotage, and fraud. Farmers patrol their fields with rifles and fear losing trade
secrets to spies. Hunters plant poisoned meatballs to eliminate rival truffle-
hunting dogs. Naive buyers and even knowledgeable experts are duped by liars
and counterfeits. Deeply reported and elegantly written, this page-turning exposé
documents the dark, sometimes deadly crimes at each level of the truffle’s path
from ground to plate, making sense of an industry that traffics in scarcity,
seduction, and cash. Through it all, a question lingers: What, other than money,
draws people to these dirt-covered jewels? Praise for The Truffle Underground
“Investigative journalist and first-time author Jacobs does a remarkable job
reporting from the front lines of the truffle industry, bringing to vivid life French
black-truffle farmers, Italian white-truffle foragers, and their marvelously well-
trained dogs.”—Booklist (starred review) “In The Truffle Underground, Ryan
Jacobs presents a lively exposé of the truffle industry, reporting on the crimes
that ‘haunt the whole supply chain.’ . . . Even if truffles are beyond your pay
grade, there is plenty of enjoyment to be had in the sheer devilment portrayed in
this informative and appetizing book.”—The Wall Street Journal “You’ll never
look at truffle fries the same way after reading this book. . . . You can practically
smell the soil as you follow truffle farmers and bandits through the groves and
fields of France and Italy where the fungi are harvested and stolen.”—Outside,
“Five Favorite Summer Reads” “[The] book is a rigorously reported, carefully
written, endlessly interesting immersion in a high-stakes subculture.”—San
Francisco Chronicle “Jacobs takes us on an eye-opening journey through the
prized mushroom’s supply chain and the global black market for these tubers in
this tale of theft, deceit, and high-stakes secrets.”—Real Simple
Published in 1993, America Street was the very first collection of stories about
young people growing up in our diverse society. It has informed and inspired
hundreds of thousands of readers. Now this influential and much-loved anthology
is expanded and updated for a new generation. Twenty stories, twelve new and
eight returning favorites, focus on life issues, from the personal to the
political.Authors included are: Duane Big Eagle, Marina Budhos, Norma Elia
Cantú, Sandra Cisneros, Lan Samantha Chang, Tope Folarin, Rivka Galchen,
Joseph Geha, Veera Hiranandani, Langston Hughes, Gish Jen, Edward P.
Jones, Francisco Jiménez, Mary K. Mazotti, Toshio Mori, Naomi Shihab Nye,
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Susan Power, Gary Soto, Justin Torres, and Michele Wallace.
A unique monster-under-the-bed story with the perfect balance of giggles and
shivers, this picture book relies on the power of humor over fear, appeals to a
child's love for creatures both alarming and absurd, and glorifies the scope of a
child's imagination. One night, when Ethan checks under his bed for his monster,
Gabe, he finds a note from him instead: "Gone fishing. Back in a week." Ethan
knows that without Gabe's familiar nightly scares he doesn't stand a chance of
getting to sleep, so Ethan interviews potential substitutes to see if they've got the
right equipment for the job—pointy teeth, sharp claws, and a long tail—but none of
them proves scary enough for Ethan. When Gabe returns sooner than expected
from his fishing trip, Ethan is thrilled. It turns out that Gabe didn't enjoy fishing
because the fish scared too easily. Scholastic Book Club Selection Winner of 6
state awards: Alabama Camellia Award (2010-2011), Arizona Grand Canyon
Reader Award (2011), California Young Readers Medal (2011-12), Georgia
Picture Storybook Award (2011-12), Nevada Young Reader Award (2011-12),
Virginia Reader's Choice Primary Award (2012-13) Included on 5 other state
award lists: Mississippi Magnolia Children's Choice Award list (2012-13),
Nebraska Golden Sower Award list (2011-12), South Dakota Prairie Bud Award
list (2011-12), Washington Children's Choice Book Award list (2010-2011),
Wyoming Buckaroo Award list (2011-12) Additionally, these regional awards lists:
Connecticut Charter Oak Children's Book Award list (2011-12), Iowa Regional
Goldfinch Award Winner (2009-10) Storytelling World Award Honor Book 2010
"Fans of R.J. Palacio's Wonder will appreciate this feel-good story of friendship
and unconventional smarts." --Kirkus Reviews Ally has been smart enough to fool
a lot of smart people. Every time she lands in a new school, she is able to hide
her inability to read by creating clever yet disruptive distractions. She is afraid to
ask for help; after all, how can you cure dumb? However, her newest teacher Mr.
Daniels sees the bright, creative kid underneath the trouble maker. With his help,
Ally learns not to be so hard on herself and that dyslexia is nothing to be
ashamed of. As her confidence grows, Ally feels free to be herself and the world
starts opening up with possibilities. She discovers that there's a lot more to
her--and to everyone--than a label, and that great minds don't always think alike.
The author of the beloved One for the Murphys gives readers an emotionally-
charged, uplifting novel that will speak to anyone who's ever thought there was
something wrong with them because they didn't fit in. This paperback edition
includes The Sketchbook of Impossible Things and discussion questions. A New
York Times Bestseller! * "Unforgettable and uplifting."--School Library
Connection, starred review * "Offering hope to those who struggle academically
and demonstrating that a disability does not equal stupidity, this is as unique as
its heroine."--Booklist, starred review * "Mullaly Hunt again paints a nuanced
portrayal of a sensitive, smart girl struggling with circumstances beyond her
control." --School Library Journal, starred review
THE #1 SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER 'A wonderful book' Richard Osman 'So
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clear and true ... Helpful for all relationships in life' Nigella Lawson 'A fascinating
read on the emotional baggage we all carry' Elizabeth Day From the UK's
favourite therapist, as seen on Channel 4's Grayson's Art Club. ______________
________________________________________________________________
________ How can we have better relationships? In this Sunday Times
bestseller, leading psychotherapist Philippa Perry reveals the vital do's and don'ts
of relationships. This is a book for us all. Whether you are interested in
understanding how your upbringing has shaped you, looking to handle your
child's feelings or wishing to support your partner, you will find indispensable
information and realistic tips in these pages. Philippa Perry's sane, sage and
judgement-free advice is an essential resource on how to have the best possible
relationships with the people who matter to you most. _____________________
________________________________________________________________
'It gave me hope as a new parent' Babita Sharma 'This has genuinely had such a
positive impact on my life and my relationship with my daughter' Josh
Widdicombe 'She writes with an inquisitive elegance rarely found in parenting
guides ... it is forgiving and persuasive' Hadley Freeman, the Guardian 'Philippa
Perry is one of the wisest, most sane and secure people I've ever met' Decca
Aitkenhead, Sunday Times Magazine
The six mean Herdman kids lie, steal, smoke cigars (even the girls) and then
become involved in the community Christmas pageant.
The Landlady is a brilliant gem of a short story from Roald Dahl, the master of the sting
in the tail. In The Landlady, Roald Dahl, one of the world's favourite authors, tells a
sinister story about the darker side of human nature. Here, a young man in need of
room meets a most accommodating landlady . . . The Landlady is taken from the short
story collection Kiss Kiss, which includes ten other devious and shocking stories,
featuring the wife who pawns the mink coat from her lover with unexpected results; the
priceless piece of furniture that is the subject of a deceitful bargain; a wronged woman
taking revenge on her dead husband, and others. 'Unnerving bedtime stories, subtle,
proficient, hair-raising and done to a turn.' (San Francisco Chronicle ) This story is also
available as a Penguin digital audio download read by Tamsin Greig. Roald Dahl, the
brilliant and worldwide acclaimed author of Charlie and the Chocolate Factory, James
and the Giant Peach, Matilda, and many more classics for children, also wrote scores
of short stories for adults. These delightfully disturbing tales have often been filmed and
were most recently the inspiration for the West End play, Roald Dahl's Twisted Tales by
Jeremy Dyson. Roald Dahl's stories continue to make readers shiver today.
An introduction to the physical characteristics, behavior, and life cycle of chickens also
discusses how chickens are raised on farms and includes cutaway diagrams of eggs in
various stages of development.
What was school like in the days of old? Can you imagine studying in a tiny one-room
schoolhouse, writing out lessons on a chalkboard slate? Discover how school life has
changed over time, and what it might be like in the future.
This classic series of essays represents Alan Watts's thinking on the astonishing
problems caused by our dysfunctional relationship with the material environment. Here,
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with characteristic wit, a philosopher best known for his writings and teachings about
mysticism and Eastern philosophy gets down to the nitty-gritty problems of economics,
technology, clothing, cooking, and housing. Watts argues that we confuse symbol with
reality, our ways of describing and measuring the world with the world itself, and thus
put ourselves into the absurd situation of preferring money to wealth and eating the
menu instead of the dinner. With our attention locked on numbers and concepts, we are
increasingly unconscious of nature and of our total dependence on air, water, plants,
animals, insects, and bacteria. We have hallucinated the notion that the so-called
external world is a cluster of objects separate from ourselves, that we encounter it, that
we come into it instead of out of it. Originally published in 1972, Does It Matter?
foretells the environmental problems that arise from this mistaken mind-set. Not all of
Watts's predictions have come to pass, but his unique insights will change the way you
look at the world.
Lamb to the Slaughter is a short, sharp, chilling story from Roald Dahl, the master of
the shocking tale. In Lamb to the Slaughter, Roald Dahl, one of the world's favourite
authors, tells a twisted story about the darker side of human nature. Here, a wife serves
up a dish that utterly baffles the police . . . Lamb to the Slaughter is taken from the short
story collection Someone Like You, which includes seventeen other devious and
shocking stories, featuring the two men who make an unusual and chilling wager over
the provenance of a bottle of wine; a curious machine that reveals the horrifying truth
about plants; the man waiting to be bitten by the venomous snake asleep on his
stomach; and others. 'The absolute master of the twist in the tale.' (Observer ) This
story is also available as a Penguin digital audio download read by Juliet Stevenson.
Roald Dahl, the brilliant and worldwide acclaimed author of Charlie and the Chocolate
Factory, James and the Giant Peach, Matilda, and many more classics for children,
also wrote scores of short stories for adults. These delightfully disturbing tales have
often been filmed and were most recently the inspiration for the West End play, Roald
Dahl's Twisted Tales by Jeremy Dyson. Roald Dahl's stories continue to make readers
shiver today.
"A cumulative verse, alternating with additional narrative, describes the ecological and
social transformation resulting from the work of Dr. Gordon Sato, a Japanese American
cell biologist who made saltwater and desert land productive through the planting of
mangrove trees in the tiny African country of Eritrea. Includes afterword, photographs,
glossary, and author's sources"--Provided by publisher.
Arthur disobeys his mother by playing his favorite game on her computer, which leads
to a lesson in taking responsibility for one's actions.
The definitive food lover's guide to making the right choices amidst a sea of ever-
changing information We live in a culture awash with advice on nutrition and eating. But
what does it really mean to eat healthy? FoodWISE is for anyone who has felt unsure
about how to make the “right” food choices. It is for food lovers who want to be more
knowledgeable and connected to their food, while also creating meaningful dining
experiences around the table. With more than thirty years of experience in farm and
food studies, Gigi Berardi, PhD, shows readers how to make food choices and prepare
meals that are WISE: Whole, Informed, Sustainable, and Experience based. She offers
practical guidance for how to comb the aisles of your local food market with confidence
and renewed excitement and debunks the questionable science behind popular diets
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and trends, sharing some counterintuitive tips that may surprise you—like the health
benefits of eating saturated fat! FoodWISE will revolutionize how you think about
healthy, enjoyable, and socially conscious cuisine.
Esmeralda Santiago's story begins in rural Puerto Rico, where her childhood was full of both
tenderness and domestic strife, tropical sounds and sights as well as poverty. Growing up, she
learned the proper way to eat a guava, the sound of tree frogs in the mango groves at night,
the taste of the delectable sausage called morcilla, and the formula for ushering a dead baby's
soul to heaven. As she enters school we see the clash, both hilarious and fierce, of Puerto
Rican and Yankee culture. When her mother, Mami, a force of nature, takes off to New York
with her seven, soon to be eleven children, Esmeralda, the oldest, must learn new rules, a new
language, and eventually take on a new identity. In this first volume of her much-praised,
bestselling trilogy, Santiago brilliantly recreates the idyllic landscape and tumultuous family life
of her earliest years and her tremendous journey from the barrio to Brooklyn, from translating
for her mother at the welfare office to high honors at Harvard.
Thick clusters of vivid blue flowers, which resemble old-fashioned sunbonnets, cover the Texas
hills in the springtime every year. These lovely wild flowers, known by the name of bluebonnet,
are the state flower of Texas. This favorite legend based on Comanche Indian lore, tells the
story of how the bluebonnet came to be. Tomie dePaola's powerful retelling and his
magnificent full-color paintings perfectly capture the Comanche People, the Texas hills, and
the spirit of She-Who-Is-Alone, a little girl who made a sacrifice to save her tribe.
Readers will say, "Yes, yes, yes!" From the moment Bella wakes up, her day goes wrong. She
hates her breakfast egg, she won't share, she has a hurting foot, her supper is too hot, and her
bath is too cold. And then it's no, no, no to bedtime. But at last a yawn, a story, and a kiss from
mother end the day, with the promise of a cheerful tomorrow. Every parent, teacher, and
caregiver will respond to this hilariously accurate portrait of one toddler with a case of the
Terrible Twos!
AN AMC ORIGINAL SERIES FROM EXECUTIVE PRODUCER MARTI NOXON, STARRING
JOY NASH AND JULIANNA MARGULIES A Best Book of the Year Entertainment Weekly •
Bustle • Amazon • Women’s National Book Association • Kirkus Reviews • BookPage • Kobo
• LitReactor “Audacious and gutsy and heartbreaking — Dietland completely blew me away.” —
Jennifer Weiner The diet revolution is here. And it’s armed. Plum Kettle does her best not to
be noticed, because when you’re fat, to be noticed is to be judged. With her job answering fan
mail for a teen magazine, she is biding her time until her weight-loss surgery. But when a
mysterious woman in colorful tights and combat boots begins following her, Plum falls down a
rabbit hole into the world of Calliope House — an underground community of women who reject
society’s rules — and is forced to confront the real costs of becoming “beautiful.” At the same
time, a guerilla group begins terrorizing a world that mistreats women, and Plum becomes
entangled in a sinister plot. The consequences are explosive. “A giddy revenge fantasy that
will shake up your thinking and burrow under your skin” (Entertainment Weekly), Dietland
takes on the beauty industry, gender inequality, and our weight-loss obsession — with fists
flying.
The Most Dangerous Game, also published as The Hounds of Zaroff, is a short story by
Richard Connell first published in Collier's magazine on January 19, 1924. It features a big-
game hunter from New York who falls off a yacht and swims to an isolated island in the
Caribbean where he is hunted by a Cossack aristocrat. The story is an adaptation of the big-
game hunting safaris in Africa and South America that were fashionable among wealthy
Americans in the 1920s.
This chapter book in Newbery Honor–winning and bestselling author Louis Sachar’s Marvin
Redpost series stars Marvin and…the president of the United States? The president of the
United States is coming to visit Marvin’s class. He’s even going to answer one question from
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each kid! Plus the whole thing is going to be on TV. Marvin is nervous. What if someone steals
his question? What if he can’t speak when it’s his turn? Will he look silly in front of the
president and everyone watching? Hilarious and relatable, Marvin Redpost is perfect for kids
who love to bond with quirky characters like Junie B. Jones and George Brown, Class Clown.
Join the call for a better world with this New York Times bestselling picture book about a
school where diversity and inclusion are celebrated. The perfect back-to-school read for every
kid, family and classroom! In our classroom safe and sound. Fears are lost and hope is found.
Discover a school where all young children have a place, have a space, and are loved and
appreciated. Readers will follow a group of children through a day in their school, where
everyone is welcomed with open arms. A school where students from all backgrounds learn
from and celebrate each other's traditions. A school that shows the world as we will make it to
be. “An important book that celebrates diversity and inclusion in a beautiful, age-appropriate
way.” – Trudy Ludwig, author of The Invisible Boy
Deciding that she wants to be an artist after spending a summer with her artist grandmother,
Trisha successfully gains acceptance into a special art class at school but is frustrated by a
substitute teacher's claim that she is wasting her time. By the best-selling author of The
Junkyard Wonders.
A teenager tries to steal the purse of Mrs. Luella Bates Washington Jones and is rebuked in a
surprising fashion.
This New York Times bestselling novel from acclaimed author Walter Dean Myers tells the
story of Steve Harmon, a teenage boy in juvenile detention and on trial. Presented as a
screenplay of Steve's own imagination, and peppered with journal entries, the book shows how
one single decision can change our whole lives. Monster is a multi-award-winning, provocative
coming-of-age story that was the first-ever Michael L. Printz Award recipient, an ALA Best
Book, a Coretta Scott King Honor selection, and a National Book Award finalist. Monster is
now a major motion picture called All Rise and starring Jennifer Hudson, Kelvin Harrison, Jr.,
Nas, and A$AP Rocky. The late Walter Dean Myers was a National Ambassador for Young
People’s Literature, who was known for his commitment to realistically depicting kids from his
hometown of Harlem.
Quick, critical reading is an essential skill needed in the classroom and is critical to succeed on
all standardized tests. Be it literature, essays, or articles, this new addition to the Express
Review Guides series covers all of these aspects of reading comprehension. It's also filled with
tips on how to develop reading strategies, how to read better, understand more, and do it all
faster. Includes pre and posttests to show progress and comprehension.
Roald Dahl's Charlie and the Chocolate Factory in glorious full colour. Mr Willy Wonka is the
most extraordinary chocolate maker in the world. And do you know who Charlie is? Charlie
Bucket is the hero. The other children in this book are nasty little beasts, called: Augustus
Gloop - a great big greedy nincompoop; Veruca Salt - a spoiled brat; Violet Beauregarde - a
repulsive little gum-chewer; Mike Teavee - a boy who only watches television. Clutching their
Golden Tickets, they arrive at Wonka's chocolate factory. But what mysterious secrets will they
discover? Our tour is about to begin. Please don't wander off. Mr Wonka wouldn't like to lose
any of you at this stage of the proceedings . . . Look out for new Roald Dahl apps in the App
store and Google Play- including the disgusting TWIT OR MISS! inspired by the revolting
Twits.
Presents the true story of a friendship that has spanned three decades, recounting how the
author, a harried sales executive, befriended an eleven-year-old panhandler, changing both of
their lives forever.
"This workbook will introduce your child to grade six vocabulary and reading comprehension
exercises in a step-by-step manner."--Cover.
Find out where your favorite crunchy, refreshing fruit comes from in this snack-sized book.
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Apples come in all shapes and sizes from all over the world. Take a bite and chew on months
of planting, growing, picking, and selling that bring this tasty fruit into the home. With
deliciously bright, detailed images and a simple text, Apples is the perfect board book for small
curious hands who are still new to the crisp comfort of autumn. Gail Gibbons, a dedicated
explorer of the world on behalf of curious young readers, uncovers and educates young
audiences with board books on everything from Pumpkins to Bicycles to Boats. Readers ages
4-8 will also enjoy the newly-updated picture book version of Apples, which includes even
more delectable details, diagrams, and vocabulary.
Describes the social characteristics of ants, including what jobs different ants have, explains
the layout of a nest, and compares the behaviors of different ant species.
Miss Rosemary tries everything to coax her flying cow Gertrude down from the sky.
An American sailor courts a young Japanese woman and each tries, in secret, to learn
the other's way of eating. Full color illustrations throughout.
How My Parents Learned to EatHoughton Mifflin Harcourt
The advanced technology of a house first pleases then increasingly terrifies its
occupants.
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